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Supernature

The Covid-19 pandemic undoubtedly begs
humanity to question its limits and place
within the ecosystem; a true modern-day
sublime experience. The sublime is a term
that has been used and heavily debated in
art writing throughout history in literary
criticisms from ancient Greece and later by
philosophers

such

as

Edmund

Burke

(1729-1797) and Immanuel Kant (1724-1804)
(Bell 2013). The adjective sublime is defined
in the Oxford English Dictionary as: “…affecting the mind with a sense of overwhelming
grandeur or irresistible power; calculated to
inspire awe, deep reverence, or lofty
emotion, by reason of its beauty, vastness, or
grandeur.” (Smith 2003). Not only has the
pandemic triggered within me a deep
questioning of how we relate to our
environment as a species, it also
encouraged us to spend more time in a
digital space. Supernature as a body of work
is an exploration of my personal experience
of sublimity and our complex relationship
with nature in an augmented age.

Fig 1: Andrea du Plessis, Malilliadae Anirhocera, (2020).
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Fig 2: Andrea du Plessis, Detail of Pythozoa Aporia, (2020).
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Memo Akten is an artist from Turkey who works with emerging technologies, investigating their impact on society and culture. Also of interest to me, he is
specifically concerned with the collisions between nature, science, technology and
religion (Akten, 2018). Deep Meditations (2019) (figure 3), in my opinion, is a
particularly good example of a work that creates a sense of awe and overwhelm in
the viewer. It consists of a large-scale video and sound installation surrounding the
viewer with a panoramic view of an hour long film generated by an A.I. neural
network trained on thousands of images sourced from Flickr.

In his artist statement,
Akten (2018) describes the
work as an invitation to
embark on a “...spiritual
Fig 4: Andrea du Plessis, Screenshot of Artbreeder process, (2020).

journey through slow,
meditative, continuously
evolving images and

Inspired by Akten’s use of artificial

sounds, told through the

intelligence I began with experiments

imagination of a deep
artificial neural network.”
The film takes us through
the birth of the cosmos, the
formation of the planets
and ecosystems, the birth
of humanity, war, art, ritual
worship, science and
technology.
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artificial intelligence.

Fig 3: Memo Akten, Deep Meditations, (2019).

using an open-source A.I. neural net-

It became clear to me that my primary

work platform, called Artbreeder.com to

concern was one of interconnectivity,

generate images of nature (figure 4). I

and the images generated by artificial

found the process of collaborating with

intelligence of several species morphed

a machine to create these insect, plant,

together became the ideal metaphor

animal hybrids intriguing, all the while

not only for our interconnectivity with

questioning my authorship, level of

nature, but also our enmeshment with

control and the creative potential of

technology.
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To bridge the gap between traditional and new media art my
creative methodology evolved into working with oil on canvas and
algorithmic, computer-generated art, ultimately combining both
into a final animation. The process started with rough digital collages
of several eighteenth century landscapes combined together into
one composition which was then used as reference for the oil
painting. European artists of the eighteenth century sought to infuse
their landscapes with a religious feeling, informed by the radiance
and beauty of nature. To keep their work transparent to that radiance,
they used techniques such as glazing (Bell 2013). I therefore used
glazing to achieve the desired tonal values and to maintain a layered,
translucent lightness. The finished painting (figure 5) was
photographed digitally and separated into layers using photo-editing
software (figure 6).
Facing Page: Fig 5: Andrea du Plessis, Detail of Paloceae Lupantozoa, (2020).

Fig 6: Andrea du Plessis, Screenshot of deep-etching process, (2020).
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For the next step I generated
images on Artbreeder (figure 7, 8,
9 & 10) and downloaded individual
frames needed for frame by frame
animation. I then sequenced these
frames into a continuously looping
animation of hybrid forms morphing into one another - presenting
the digital version of nature as
eternal, undying.

Fig 7: Andrea du Plessis, Image generated on
Artbreeder, (2020).
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Fig 8: Andrea du Plessis, Image generated on
Artbreeder, (2020).

Fig 9: Andrea du Plessis, Image generated on
Artbreeder, (2020).

Fig 10: Andrea du Plessis, Image generated on Artbreeder, (2020).
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Finally, the layered landscape and A.I. animation was
combined into one animated scene (figure 11). For
sound I used a combination of samples, my own
recordings and A.I. generated sound samples generated on various sites (such as Melobytes.com) in
response to an image of my painting. To deepen the
link between traditional and new media, the four
paintings in this body of work were also made A.R.
(augmented reality) interactive, allowing the viewer
to experience the painting coming to life as the
video artwork plays on a smart device (tablet or
smartphone) held in front of the painting (figure 12).

Fig 12: Andrea du Plessis, A.R. Interaction, (2020).
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Fig 11: Andrea du Plessis, Still from Malilliadae Anirhocera, (2020).
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Paloceae Lupantozoa (2020) (figure 13) best

embodies the aims of this body of work,
which is to create a feeling of atmospheric
vastness and contemplation on the interconnectivity of all life. Infused with a hint of the
supernatural, a solitary, hybrid species of plant
breathes and blooms in its painted landscape.
It momentarily transports the viewer into a
familiar yet alien world. Although the animation loops infinitely, it contains some symbols
of decay – the falling petal, the bare tree, the
broken tree trunk. As a final piece, it seeks to
unite the natural and technological sublime.

Supernature as a body of work essentially

highlights the tension of opposites. It serves
as a reminder of how our access to nature
has changed over the past few centuries,
and simultaneously serves as a reflection of
our changing landscape. The theme of
interconnectivity and enmeshment is at the
core of this exhibition, offering the viewer an
opportunity to reflect on their relationship
with the natural world.
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Fig 13: Andrea du Plessis, Paloceae Lupantozoa, (2020).
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A.R. Interaction

The four artworks in this body of work were made A.R. interactive using an
application called Artivive. It is available for free for download on Apple
and Android. To view the video artwork, simply open the app, point the
smart device at the painting and allow a few seconds for recognition.
Requires internet connection.
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Fig 14: Andrea du Plessis, Malilliadae Anirhocera, (2020).

Fig 15: Andrea du Plessis, Paloceae Lupantozoa, (2020).
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Fig 16: Andrea du Plessis, Arbor Pavitae, (2020).

Fig 17: Andrea du Plessis, Pythozoa Aporia, (2020).
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